We offer a 3-hour online session of Mentored Qualitative Methods to participants registered in the online workshop on Qualitative Research Methods*, as an optional, hands-on, mentored session. You will bring your own qualitative research project or proposal, and receive expert guidance on aspects of qualitative research design specific to your individual project.

This online session is conducted via Zoom. It will enable you to apply the skills gained during the workshop to your own project or proposal while receiving expert mentoring specific to your project’s needs. We will liaise with you prior to the session to identify core areas of desired assistance, and will work with you individually or in small groups on the tasks most relevant to your project.

This session is most suitable for those currently working on a project or proposal using qualitative or mixed methods and need further guidance. This session is subject to a minimum number of participants.

You may request mentoring in the following areas or other areas of interest.

**Writing Your Proposal**
- Writing the research methods
- Justifying qualitative research
- Sample size estimates
- Reflecting rigor in writing

**Qualitative Research Design**
- Developing a study design
- Mixed methods designs
- Selecting appropriate methods
- Participant recruitment strategies

**Qualitative Data Collection**
- Fieldwork planning
- Training a field team
- Conducting international work

**Writing Qualitative Research**
- Writing a journal article
- Responding to reviewer comments

* Or with experience in qualitative methods and instructor approval, contact mhennin@emory.edu for enquiries.